
BIG HANDWRITING ANALYSIS

In this post, we will talk about what large handwriting reveals about a writer. 1) Thinking big: Large handwriting shows
that writer thinks big. Tagged handwriting analysis large handwriting, what large handwriting means.

Affective maturity and stabel bonds. Following sample is of extra large handwriting size. It could also mean
you're detailed oriented, as well as a highly introspective person. They are very meticulous individuals who act
according to theirperception of the environment from the rational and reflection. They are measured the same
way as ovals, according to the inclination of the letter, following the central edge. When writing is too big, we
are before an individual that has problems for concentrating in details and that overvalues his qualities. This
kind of writing reveals introverted individuals, withdrawn, not spontaneous, routine-like, who enjoy home life
and withdraw themselves towards their interior. At work, they allow to be conducted and have a tendency for
specialization. Study of Handwriting: Meaning of Low writing What does increasing and decreasing writing
mean? Tries to become flawless. They have a hard time trying to perform several tasks at the same time. He is
too much tangled in his feelings. Pretty cool, right? Very large writing Study of Writing: Large writing Study
of handwriting. It depends on the variability of size. As Russin tells me, this might mean you're talkative and
excitable, and that you make a great friend. How are letters measured? Wants perfection in every aspect of
life. They have little initiative and are hard to motivate. They adjust to the environment, they can develop in
management positions as well as in subordinate ones. The reason: they love people and connect with them
fast. It is typical of versatile individuals, who easily catch the environment that surrounds them, very
emotional, receptive, intuitive, sensitive, with a clear insecurity and emotional instability. Exceptionally detail
oriented person. Restrained writing: this type of writing draws back the movement towards the right. Keep
navigating this website to continue discoveringand its usage as a tool for self-awareness and personal
development. At times he can be overly expressive and sometimes reserved. It is shown that he frequently acts
before thinking. It is intermediate or medium when it is between 2. Thoughts are influenced by imagination.


